
Boy Wonders, by Derek Kregg Weatherdon 

Characters: Kirby, Dash “Shiny” Dawson, William “The Mixer” 

Kane, Betty “Boo!” Benson, Jim “Target Boy” Wentworth, Dana 

“Test Tube” McQueen, Roberta “Cowpoke” Gaines 

Synopsis: 

KIRBY the bellhop prepares a hotel room. A news bulletin 

explains how the hotel is hosting a meeting of the country’s 

super-heroes, who will announce the formation of a team. Kirby 

is joined in the room by DASH. Kirby explains to Dash that this 

hotel room suite has been booked for 6 people to share. WILLIAM, 

a middle aged man, enters the room and tries to get a game on 

the radio. Kirby leaves and Dash reveals himself to be something 

of a detective, laying William’s life story out for him. William 

is impressed with Dash’s deductions and two more young teems, 

BETTY and JIM, enter the room. Dash concludes the four of them 

must be the sidekicks of the heroes meeting in the hotel. 

The four banter, not revealing their “professional” names. Jim 

gives a chilling description of the danger of his job and shows 

the others a nasty scar. They are joined by a 5th sidekick, who 

arrives in full costume. DANA’s personality is disapproving and 

abrasive. Dana reveals that her mentor hero is a fraud and she 

is the true hero. Tension builds between Dana and all of the 

others until they agree to go admire the view from the terrace. 

Kirby enters with COWPOKE. Kirby expresses his admiration for 

sidekicks. Betty returns, followed by the others. William and 

Dash share battle stories, and compare life-changing injuries. 

Betty is upset at how everyone normalizes the violent lives they 

lead. Kirby asks the heroes to tell their respective origin 

stories, each one seeming to be more dismal than the last. 

Weighing their own realities, the sidekicks decide to retire and 

try to reclaim what might be left of their childhoods. Kirby 

reveals that he is in fact a teenage girl, who hides her 

identity to keep her job which helps support her family. 

Everyone is impressed with this.  

A sudden radio broadcast tells of an attack on the hotel, which 

is targeting their mentor heroes. Per the broadcast, the heroes 

have been defeated. The sidekicks decide they must intervene and 

change into their costumes.  

A final radio broadcast tells that the heroes have defeated the 

attackers. The sidekicks are not needed. 


